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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, BRADFORD F. LANCAs. 

TER, a citizen of the United States, and a resi 
dent of Augusta, in the county of Kennebec 
and State of Maine, have invented certain new 
and useful Improvements in Wrenches, of 
which the following is a specification, refer. 
ence being had therein to the accompanying drawings. 
My invention relates to wrenches for ma 

chine and general use; and the object of my 
invention is to make a wrench that may be 
instantly set upon a nut and there held auto 
matically until removed. 
My invention consists, briefly, of the usual 

jaws, one of which slides between two guides. 
The sliding jaw, being pushed up to the nut, 
is there held by making a quarter-turn to the 
right with the handle, thereby engaging cer 
tain threads. 
In the drawings, Figure 1 is a side eleva 

tion of my wrench. Fig. 2 is a top view. Fig. 
3 is a partial longitudinal section through aca 
of Fig. 1. Fig. 4 is a section throughy y of 
Fig. 3. Figs. 5, 6, and 7 are details of vari ous parts. 
A is one of the jaws of the wrench, connect 

ed with which are the side bars, CC. The 
jaw B, this jaw having grooves in its sides to 
fit the guides CC. The yoke D connects the 
ends of the side bars, C. C. The screw E 
passes through holes or openings in the yoke D 
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and the jaw B, and is headed or riveted on 
the inside of the jaw. The ratchet-wheel G. 
is attached to the screw E next to the jaw B, 
the teeth 9 coming against the side of jaw B. 

h is a catch formed on the side of a pin, H, 
which pin extends back into a hole in the jaw 
B. The spiral spring I is compressed into 
the back end of this hole by the end of the 
pin H. The end of the pin H which extends 
beyond the face of the jaw B is formed into a 
cap or head, h”. 
The screw E has threads cut for a portion 

of its circumference on opposite sides, leav 
ing two spaces between, which are dressed 
down to the base of the threads. 
6.) 
ed and are therefore pointed at each end. 

bars C C form two guides, in which slides the 

(See Fig. 

On the inside surface of the yoke D, where the 
screw passes through, are threads d, cut in the 
same manner as those on the screw E. Two 
slots, d' d', are cut out of this opening, on op 
posite sides, of sufficient size to allow the 
screw-threads ee to pass through. Fis the 
handle of the Wrench. .. 
Having thus described the construction of 

my Wrench, I now proceed to show its manner of Operation. 
When the wrench is to be used, the line of 

the threads e e is brought within the slot d. 
The screw E, bearing the jaw B, may now be 
freely slidin and out. Thejaws are closed onto 
the nut, and the screw E turned to the right. 
The threads e e, having the slots d' d', engage 
the threads d on the inner surface of the yoke 
D. The jaw B is thus forced solidly against 
the nut. The catch h, forced outward by the 
spring I, engages the teeth g of the ratchet 
wheel G and prevents the screw E from turn 
ing backward after the jaws are set up. The 
nut is thus held firmly between the jaws of 
the wrench. The threads e e and dd, being 
pointed at each end, will engage each other 
at any point where the jaws happen to stop, 
and the pitch of the screw is sufficient to move 
the jaw up to a solid bearing. 
When the jaws are to be loosed, the thumb 

is pressed on the head h” of the pin H, and 
the catch histhus disengaged from the ratchet 
wheel G. The screw E may then be turned 
backward and the thread e brought within 
the slots d', as before described. 
The operation of setting the jaws on a nut 

by my wrench is almost instantaneous, and 
consists merely of shoving in the handle and 
giving it a quarter of a turn or less to the 
right. By the use of the screw E, I obtain the 
Strength of grip characteristic of the screw 
wrench, together with a great rapidity of ac 
tion. - . 

The threads d, instead of being cut on the 
inner surface of the yoke, may be cut on the 
inside of the side bars, CC; but I consider the 
construction as here shown preferable because 
the threads are protected from accident. 
The end of the screw may be pivoted to the 

These threads are cut right and left hand- jaw B in a variety of ways, and the catch h 
may also be differently constructed; and I 
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therefore do not wish to confine myself to the In testimony whereof I affix my signature 
precise methods here shown. - in the presence of two witnesses. 
I claim- . - - - 

The wrench consisting of jaws A and B, side BRADFORD F. LANCASTER, 
5 bars, C C, and yoke D, through which passes 
screw E, which screw is pivoted to jaw Band Witnesses, 
which contains ratchet-wheel G, controlled by C. B. MoRTON, 
catch h, substantially as shown and described. CHAS. B. CHICK. 

  


